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The purpose of thiUrOject was to develop a tool to clarify, one
concept of verbal interac tionin marriage. This concept, Verbal
Acces sibility, was developed by Norman Polans ky and defined as
the degree of readiness of the individual to communicate verbally
and to .participatein communication about his determinant attitudes.
Verbal Acces sibility is dependent on two variables: l) the enduring
characteristics of the inqividual, and 2) the release of inhibiting
fac tor s in a given s i tua tion.
In order to facilitate the use of this concept in treatrnent,a
scale was needed to measure Verbal Accessibility of both the person
and of the attitudes in and about marriage. The present study began
the development of such a scale. Results supported previous find-
ings concerning the various aspec ts of marital interac tion.
The scale consis ted of twenty ques tions intended to measure
the Verbal Accessibility of certain determinant attitudes relevant
for marital interac tion. Four respons e categories were provided .
The scale was administe-red to for'ty couples who were involved in
marriage counseling: twenty at Family Counseling Service and
twenty at the Court of Domestic Relations .
Responde-nts were ask.ed to indicate to what extent they would
talk about feelings and concerns important in marriage with each of
four target persons--Spouse, Relative, Confidant and<Counselor.
Following this self rating, each respondent rated his spouse's
accessibility with himself as target person. The counselors were
asked to rate the respondents using the same scale. These ratings
were intended to serve as validity checks, but chi-square compari-
sons with self ratings proved inconclusive .
The scale was cons true ted to measure the' variable Verbal
Accessibility in such a way that persons as well as items could be
ranked along a continuum from leas t accessible to .tnost accessible.
As cons true ted, the twenty item scale tapped an unknown number of
attitudes. Guttman Scalogram Analysis was used to dete'rmine
whe ther we had Slice eeded in measuring single atti tudes with at
leas t some of the items. This procedure had the addition~l advan-
tageof pertnittingexamination of the conceptual meaning of the
attitudes measured.
Scalogram analysis was attempted with the responses to the
four target persons for the men and women separately at both
agencies. With the Spouse and ,Counselor as target pers,ons , ,no
scalable areas were found in the respons es of aI:J.Y of the .four groups
because of the high percentage of positive ("accessible") responses
which made scalo.gram analysis impossible. Scalar patterns, were
found in the responses with the ,Relative and Confidant as ·tar.getper-
sons for all four groups .
Interpretations of the item content of the eight scalar patterns
revealed what appeared to be a s.ingle underlying theme which,is
best ex~r~ssedby Erving Goffman's concept of "impression man-
ageInent." This related to fac tors compelling and inhibiting com-
munication in a given situation. This concept seemed prominent in
the self avowed willingness to communicate all studied attitudes to
the spouse as respondents attempted to conform to the ·ideal of a
companionship marriage. The compelling force to bea "good
client" and discuss all concerns with the Counselor seemed to be
operating. Toward the Relative and Confidant, impression ,manage-
ment reflected more discrimination inaccessibility. This suggested
that the 'respondents wouldcommunicateselec tively to these target
persons in orde-r to convey a given, impression.
Thus, data tended to conform to exis ting theories concerning
marital patterns of communication. This led to the conclusion that
with fur ther refinements, an ins trument us eful to clinical prac tic e
could be produced.
No ,measureo! reliability was possible within the limits of
the study . Methodological refinements' are needed in the areas of
item selection, separation .of research from service and the control
of response bias. Investigation of the eJfec t of the personality
variable could be pursued .
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A SCALE OF VERBAL ACCESSIBILITY
IN MARRIAGE
CHAPTER I
INTRODUC TION
This is the second ina series of studies of marital interac tion
undertaken at the Portland State College School of Social Work.
"Marital Interac tion Theory: Some Implications for Research"
(Pugh, et al., 1966), the first of these studies, reviewed the inte'r-
ac tional approach to the study of marriage. That rev:iew concluded
that the greates t challenge for research within the interactional
approach to ,marriage is the clarification of existing concepts. The
intent of the pr es ent study was to develop an jns trument for clarify-
ing one concept concerning verbal interaction in marriage.
Interac tion ,is defined as therecipr-ocal exchange in which
each person produces effects on ,the other (Sampson, 1964). Inter-
ac tion permits the development of shared meanings and more ac-
curate role-taking (performance of expected behavior). The
interac tional approach to marriage considers marriagetobe a unity
of two individuals, each occupying a position within themarr-iage to
which a number of roles (e:x:pectations of behavior) are assigned
(Hill & Hansen, 1960). As mar-ital roles are assigned, each part-
ner anticipates the response of the other. To fill the role, each
2rnarital partner rnay need to change his behavior. Behavior change
requires changed attitudes (tendencies to ac t). Inforrnation about
the interaction process is obtainedrnost directly through the pre-
cise analysis of behavior which has been observed as it occurs
between persons.
Interac tion. pr ovide s for co ntinui ty in rnar riage. Beginning
with:Ernest Burgess (1916), the concept of the family ,as a unity of
interacting persons has been the subjec t of various research studies.
Burgess contended that rnarriage and farnily processes cannot be
defined usefully in legal terrns, but should be defined in terrns of
. the interac tion of its mernbers. Marr-iage exis ts only as lon,gas
interaction is taking place between the spouses, and, therefore,-
the very essence of marriage is interaction.
There are other approaches to the study of marriage: (1) the
structural-functional approach (marriage as a social sys tem);(2)
-the s-i tua tional approach (the si tua tion. its elf, or the indi vidual's
overt behavior in response to the situation); (3) the institutional
approach (marriage as a system within systems); (4) the develop-
mental approach (the development of the family over tirne) (Hill &
Hansen, 1960).
Marriage as studied within the interactional framework seems
particularly significant for clinical prac tice in social work because
the focus-is on continuing socialization process and personality
,3
developm.ent. Stryker (1959) defines socialization as the process by
which the human organism acquires the ways of behaving, the values,
norms and attitudes of the social units of which he is apart; and
personality as the organization of persis tent behavior -patterns.
Stryker contends that one of the advantages of the interactional ap-
proachis that it treats personal organization and disorganization as
facets of the same problem. Questions regarding both can be con-
sidered within the interactional framework. Marital interaction ,is
the focus of observation for the present researc-happroach.
Purpose
The m.ajorpurpose of the present research project was the
clevelopm.ent of a scale to measure one aspect of interaction, verbal
acce'ssibility. Polansky (1965) defines verbal acces,sibility as readi-
ness to cQm.municate verbally, and to participatein,com.m.unication
about, determ.inant attitudes. Bydeterm.inant attitudes, Polansky
means "thos e attitudes (tendencies to ac t) whose changeseem.s m.ost
likely to bring about strong changes in ,other 'related attitude's "
(p. 10). Appelberg (1961) clarifies this concept by stating that
determ.inant attitudes influence the way an individual functions;
they are basic, formed early in life, and are typically unconscious"
(p. 10). Our scale was intended to m.easure the verbal accessibil-
ity of conscious derivatives of these attitudes, in and about marriage.
4If the ultimate purpose of psychological treatment intervention,
including casework, is to change behavior through changing atti-
tudes (Breedlove & Krause, 1966), data collected showing a spouser~
readiness to communicate verbally about determinant attitudes
should be useful to caseworkers in dealing with marriage problems.
Verbal accessibility might be used as an .indirec t measure of mari-
tal interac tion.
Rationale
The rationale for utilizing verbal acces sibility in the study of
marital interaction and the analysis of the dynamics in the relation-
ship ,between the marital partners is as follows:
1. ,Investigation of verbal communication should ,yield signi-
ficant data for the understanding of the interaction process as it
affec ts the personalities of the ,marital pair and their forma tion of
patterns of behavior. "Communication" includes the e:x;plicit and
intentional transmission of messages by which people influence each
other (Ruesch & Bateson, 1951).
Karlsson (1962) puts special emphasis ,on communication ,in
marriage and regards it as basic to sa tisfac tory adjustment. He
found that success in marriage counseling has been achieved by
improving this area. He states:
5In marriage we have at leas t three different problems
of communication, although two of them are quite
similar. One is theproblern of com.municating role·-
expectations so that the spouses are informed about
the size and direc tion .of the adjus tment they are re-
quired to.make. Another is to communicate from
one spouse to the other the feelings of love and tender
emotions that they possibly have ·for each other, and
a third is the .problem of communicating ·feelings of
respect and admiration (p. 3.7).
2. Verbal accessibility is an ,impor tant aspec t of verbal
communication. Lack of it can inhibit the effectiveness of the
marital interac tion, the ability to "get close, " which Polans.ky
(1965) believes humans are able to do .bes t through the spoken word.
The.loneliness ,and alienation in some marriage relationships :may
be due to the lack of readiness of one or both spouses to discuss
determinant attitudes. Karlsson (l963) found that mar-ital satisfac-
tionwasmos t closely associated with satisfactory two-way com-
munication.
3. Verbal accessibility is important to ,marriage as an on-
going socialization process . Readiness to communicate the deeper,
more intimate attitudes, opinions, feelings and emotions facilitates
the process by which themarital pair can acquire mutually satisfy-
ing ways of behaving.
4. Verbal accessibility is related to personality which is a
major determinant in marital interaction. Interaction.is a produc t
of the'personalities of the two spouses; the whole is greater than
6the sum of the parts . Rickers -Ovsiankina (1958) found that acces-
sibility is not a rigidly fixed feature of the personality, but is
influenced by age, experience, tension, central interests, environ-
mental conditions and social situation. However, Polansky (1965)
states:
We do seem to have in view a facet of personality which
is relatively stable and which either determines impor-
tant areas of functioning, or is closely associated with
the personality dynamics which do (p. 23).
Nooney (1961) also relates verbal accessibility and personality:
VA of the deeper, more intimate attitudes, opinions,
feelings and emotions, depends on personality of
communicator, setting for the communication, in-
tent of communicator in his verbalization, and his
perception of thecommunicatee(p. 8).
5. Verbal accessibility is related to the organizational unity
or disorganization of the personality of each marital partner.
Polans ky (1965) states: "Lac k of adequate organizational unity
creates impasses for the verbal expression of attitudes II (p. 42).
Polans,kyexplains that "organizational unity" of the personality,a
term taken from Kurt Lewin, implies an adequate degree of differ-
entiation, along with competent psychic apparatuses for coordinat-
ing disparate drives, etc." (p. 18).
In marriage if a spouse is unable to differentia tehis feelings
or affects, he would be unable to express them. If a spouse 'is
unable to synthesize conflic ting attitudes into one, he may not be
7able to verbalize them at all. Feelings may then be expressed,in
doing rather than talking (Eisenberg, 1962; Jaffee & Polansky, 1962).
6. Verbal accessibility is related to one's capacity for self-
observation. Interaction between two verbally accessible s:pouses
gets rid of anxiety. and enhances the expression and development of
one's self. "Self" in Pugh, et al. (1966) is defined as that which
arises as an objec t within the personality..Self is developed.in the
give and take of interaction. A spouse with low verbal accessibility
may,haveunconscious constant strong wishes to withhold close con-
tact in defense of his self. He may fear verbalizing attitudes to his
spouse, for in telling them he clearly,hears himself and in so doing
he ,may threaten his s.elf-esteem (Polansky, 1965; Khan, 1960;
Jourard, 1958). Underneath the silence may.be an identity prob-
lem--a sense of inadequacy and worthlessness which threatens the
marriage relationship.
7. Differences between spouses in verbal accessibility.may
indicate discrepancies in their development of thought. This dis-
crepancy may have an impact on the success of their problem solv-
ing efforts to.gether. Vygotsky (1962) pointed out that we not only
try to ,put our thoughts into language, we also put our language into
thought. In an adult, the two have become interdependent. Vygotsky
reminds us that the quality of thought determines the quality of
language, but the quality of language may affect the upper -limits on
8the development of thought. Using speech for ra tional problem
solving may not occur ina marriage in which one or both of the
spouses has low verbal accessibility (Polansky, 1965).
Summary
In this chapter we considered why the interac tional approach
is impor tant to the study of marriage. We noted tha t more precis e
analysis of marital behavior is needed in order to clarify exis ting
concepts about the·interactionprocess in marriage. To facilitate
the analysis of one aspec t of marital behavior,. this projec twas
designed to develop a scale of verbal accessibility. We stated our
rationale for believing that a scale of verbal accessibility is a
significant tool for clarifying exis ting conc epts about the inter-
ac tion.process in marriage.
Al though verbal acces sibilityis not neces sarily an. interac ...
tional variable, it may be us ed as a· significant-index of interacti6n
affecting marital adjustment and satisfaction. Verbal accessibility
is related to a marital partner's capac·ity for verbal communication,
emotional involvement,personality change, organizational unity,
self-observation and problem solving.
In the following chapter communication and the verbal acces ...
sibility concept will be considered in greater detail.
CHAPTER II
THE CONCEPT OF VERBAL ACCESSIBILITY
CQmmunica tion is intrins ic to the interac tional approach to
marriage when communication.is defined as an interpersonal vari,;,.
able. For the purposes of this study communication is defined
according to Ruesch and Bateson (1951) as "all those processes by.
which people influence one another." Four .1evels of communication
are described by them as Intrapersonal, Interpersonal, Group, and
CuI tural. While eac h of thes e levels or ne twor ks is impor tant, the
particular level under scrutiny in this study is the Interpersonal,
the one to one. This can be characterized by an exchange of receiv-
ing, transmitting and evaluating messages . As distortion .inthe
transmission process takes place, this exchange ideally enables a
direct correcting of the message. Ruesch and Bateson speak of
this correction as complementation but add that "complementation
is never complete .... The human individual can never perceive
hims elf perfec tly in relation to others" (po 280).
While the importance of non-verbal communication cannot be
disputed, verbal behavior offers a vast storehouse of symbols about
which there is general consensus. Unlike its non-verbal counter-
par t, it has the dis tinc t advantage of being easily written and,
therefore, readily available for res earch. Moreover, the usual
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mode of changing attitudes and behavior is through verbal means.
Casework relies heavily on verbal communication to accomplish its
goals as do .many other modes of changing human behavior. There
are few problems faced by any man which are so simple that they
can be solved without the s.poken or written word .. Life has become
so complex that syrnbols aremanda tory for exis tence.
The complexities of verbal communication are analyzed by
MeeTloo (1952) in terms of lithe many intentions that are expressed
s·imultaneously in the word." Meerloo goes on to speak of "the
.known needs" underlying the func tion of speech and verbalizations
as follows: The need to express emotions and moods; the need to
make sounds; the need for contac t; the need to inform, s ta te fac ts;
the need to formulate ideas; the need to take a position opposite the
world; the need for individuation; the need to control things; the
need to control others or to be controlled by them; need to express
sexual desire; need for the words as a defense mechanis.m; the need
to express unconscious motives; the need to refuse contact (p. 84 ...86).
Background of Verbal Accessibility
Our concern in this study is that aspec t of verbal communica-
tionwhich has been conceptualized as verbal accessibility. Previ-
ously verbal accessibility has been studied in the context of the
casework relationship. Polansky (1965) reported that he earlier
·11
studied social casework relationship and found that continuance in
,treatment was dependent on two facets: "(a) the antic·ipatedinstru-
ITlental value of the relationship for furthering live-goals extrinsic
to the relationship; (b) fulfillITlent of needs in the security-dependency
spectruITl within the interview itself" (p. 41). In analyzing the inter-
view satisfaction through a series of "post-interview interviews" it
was ·found that only one set of statements having to do with feelings
about cOITlmunication correlated significantly with all otherdiITlen-
s·ions of interview satisfaction. His experiITlental work revealed
that "freedoITlin cOITlITlunicationexperienced by. the client is a pro-
duct both of his readiness and the skill with which he is ITlet" (p. 5).
Several years .later Polanskybegan a series of research
·studies at Bellefaire, an institution for emotionally disturbed chil-
dren in ,Cleveland, Ohio. The assuITlptionwas tha t children placed
in residential treatment had either been unresponsive asout~patients
I
or the ques tion of their treatability outside the institution had not
been raised. Therefore, the treatment tas k becaITle how to .open
up the inaccessible child through social pressures within the insti-
tution. The cOITlponents of accessibility to individual treatment were
seen as attraction to the caseworker, capacity for self-observation,
ITlotivation for change, a global ITleasureof "trust and investment in
the relationship, and freedom to cOITlITlunicatefeelings verbally.iin
interviews" (p. 6). All of the eleITlents were found to be interrelated
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except attrac tion to the caseworker. Polans.ky began to believe
that "Freedom to Communicate Feelings" was .akey dj.mension.
He labeled this dimension verbal accessibility.
\T.~:r:paJ Access ibili ty Defined
Polans.ky (1965) defines verbal acces sibility as "the degre'e of
readiness of the client (or patient) to communicate verbally, and to
·participateinco.mmunication about, his determinant attitudes. "
VA is seenas aquasi-s tationary equilibrium in which "readiness"
for an individual depends upon his own "level" of VA as well as the
release of inhibiting fac tors in a given .situation. The meaningful
unit of communica tion is not jus t the "fac ts" given by the client
nor jus t the "feelings" but the set of attitude-s which charac terize
him. Attitude is defined as a "drive or drive-derivative 'with an
oQject, and with an associatedaffec t (in short, an internalized
object)" (p. 6-7). Polans,ky gave much consideration to the assign-
ingof "weights" to verbalized attitudes. He cited previous attempts
such as Bordin (1959) and later Truax (1963) in their separate
studies of depth and Lewin! s (1935) cone ept of c entral-pe·ripheral.
This led him to seek a way of describing "asymmetrical interde-
pendence ":
Thatis to say, a small change in attitude A leads to a
large change in attitude B, but it takes a large change
in B to cause a small change in A . . . . I found that
13
relationship ... had been dealt with byZajonc (1954)
.... The weightier sideo! the interdependence he
te'rm.ed determ.inant; and the other, ,dependent. ,Hence,
determ.inant attitudes are those whose cha:p.geseem.s
m.os t likely to bring about strong change 'in other -re-
lated attitudes. ,Clinically, we would say they result
in alterations of personality structure (Polansky,
1965, p., 10).
Polansky felt that an ,operational definition of VA was m.ore
difficult to state. ,He noted that sheer verbal flow had been used by
Jourard (1963) in his work on self-revelation (the process of m.aking
the self known to other persons). Polansky (1965) adm.itted that the
m.ore a subject is willing to discuss, the m.ore likely he is to expose
determ.inant attitudes. On this basis Polansky has borrowed self-
avowed or self-rating,tec,hniques from. Jourard and others . Polansky
felt that he had obtained evidence of validity of such data, but also
felt that there was considerable distortion from. a variety of sources
which,lowered the precision of self;-avowedresults (p. 11).
Em.pirical Studies of VA
In line with the conceptualization ,of VA asa quasi-stationary
equilibrium. Polansky reasoned that it was necessary, to dem.onstrate
its stability across tim.e; stability across varying social situations
or contexts; predictability on the basis of other knowledge about the
pers onality; frui tfulnes s for predic tingbehavior.
The first em.pirical studies were aim.ed at dem.ons trating the
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stability of VA across time. Polansky reported that his studies with
Weis s and Blum in 1961, after later correc tion for computational
error, showed a trend toward relative stability of VA. The main
evidence for temporal stability carne from a study of the similar
concept of social accessibility reported by Rickers-Ovsiankina and
Kusmin (1958). Using a scale device they found a correlation of
. 52 among a group of college womenretes ted after four years , and
.69 for a group of both sexes, retes ted after 18 months.
The s tabil i ty of VA in varying soc ial s i tua tions as demon-
strated by inter-rater reliability has been reported in several
studies. Polansky in association with Blum and Weiss reported in
1961 a study at Bellefaire in which children in the institution were
ranked by each of four cottage personnel to whom a child might
communicate. Using ,Kendall's W for test of similarity of such
rankings among the four, all but two W's were significant, m.os t
beyond .01. These ratings were compared with caseworker ratings
of the child's VA and these were found significant at .02 by. chi
square. The children's reports of their own VA were compared
with these ratings . Children who rated them.selves higher -on VA
were so rated by both caseworkers and cottage s taf£. Thesefind-
,ings wer econfirm.ed dur,ing ala ter s tudyby A ppelber g (1961).
Nooney (1960) developed a reliablem.ethod of m.easuring VA
according to response on sentence completion. Under experimental
15
conditions he found that when there was inhibition .of VA, itoperated
uniformly, but where there was an ,induced increase in forces com-
pelling communication, individual differences were such as greatly
to reduce test-retest reliability.
The predic tability of VA from other knowledge of the .person
was firs t studied by an inexperienced social worker who reviewed
social history summaries completed at the time of admission of
children to Bellefaire. Clinical ratings of "ego strength" based on
these histories were found to be significantly associated with VA at
the. 001 level (Polansky, 1965).
ROTse-hachand WISC results done at admission were -reviewed
with VA results for children institutionalized fifteen months. Ror-
schach fac tors concerned with overall goodnes s of func tioningwere
found to be discriminating. Low IQ did not necessarily.predict
poor VA, but high average or super·ior IQ predicted high VA. Re-
sponses to aspects of Rorschach cards which generally evoke
anxiety were s·ignificantly related to a high VA score. Lack of
responses to anxiety arousing aspects predicted a low VA (Polansky,
1965) .
The use of diagnos tic groups in two child guidance clinics
studied by Grace Ganter (1965) s howedtw 0 factors to bemos t sig-
nificant in predic ting VA:
16
(a) the child I s organizational unity; and (h) the child I s
capacity for self-observation. Organizational unity, a
term taken from Kur t Lewin, implies an adequate degree
of differentiation along with competent psychic appara-
tuses for coordinating disparate drive, etc. (Polansky,
1965, p. 18).
Based on these studies it was inferred that a course of treatment
aimed at increasing two aspec ts of ego-func tioning, organizational
unity and the capacity for self-observation, wouldjncrease VA.
Such afield study was conducted by Ganter and Yeakel with the use
of group treatment designed to ready the inaccessible child for
individual therapy (Ganter, Yeakel, Polansky, 1965). Polansky
reported that the results were encouraging.
Verbal accessibility as a predic tor of treatment outcome was
studied by Weber (1963). She found that children rated higher on
VA three months after admission were adjudged better adapted on
role-fulfillment at the time therapy was terminated. At the time of
admission there was no difference in adaptation to living situation
indicating that neither group was moreorless "sick" than the other.
Summarizing the findings of studies of VA and closely related
cone epts, Polansky (1965) concluded tha t
VA has been found to be "flexibly stable" acros s time
and in;changing social situations; it canbe predicted
fronl history, using a crude criterion pf "ego-strength"
and fronl psychonletric data with a sinlilar conception
in mind. It has been predicted frOnl observations in a
diagnos tic group, m.os t efficiently frQm those indicating
over all "or ganiza tional uni ty" of the per sonal i ty, and
17
his related capacity for self-observation; and showed a
striking" relationship to age at admission to a children's
ins titution. It has been observed to be negatively re-
lated to delinquency-pr.oneness in pre-adolescent boys;
and possibly to defensiveness in taking a Rorschach.
Boys with identified emotional dis turbance were found
. lower on VA: and, even among hospitalized paranoid
schizophrenics a distinction on this variable could be
related to depth and fixedness of pathology. VA has
been found predictive of treatability in a residential
setting of disturbed children and adults; it has als.o
shown some usefulness in picking out interpersonal
competence amongs tudents in two helping professions:
nursing and social work. Finally, although not shown
in any of the studies specifically, "there is the observed
negative relation of VA with familial and cultural depri-
vation, reported by many clinicians (p. 23-24).
Cultural differences in VA are not believed by Polansky to be
cla:rified sufficiently to further the concept. He postulated that VA
would in any case be transmitted through the family. of orientation.
Reporting on a study by Jean Haring ·in an out-.patient clinic for
adolescents, Polansky (1965) suggested that:
. . . insofar as the.family of orientation rnay he thought
to influence the VA of troubled youngs te,rs, ·we are" likely
to find girls the more affec ted, and the mother as the
"parent who "sets the tone" . . .. mothers far outs trip
fathers as preferred targets of communication (p. 26).
VA of the Attitude
Analogous to VA of the person is verbal accessibility of the
attitude. There are two senses in which VA of an attitude was con-
sidered: (T.) an individual maybe more willing to discuss certain
.18
of his attitudes than he will others; (2.) examination of a number of
individuals may reveal uniformities in regard to expressing or not
express-ing certain attitudes. Uniformities regarding VA of attitudes
were readily apparent in studies conducted in fields closely related
to VA such as Rickers-Ovsiankina (1956) in her study/of social
acce-ssibility. In her population of collegefreshm.encompared to
colleg-e seniors results of items accessible correlated at .903;
while seniors compared to alumni correlated at .897 (p. 28).
In the study of VA of the attitude, Polansky (1965) suggested
that attitudes under tes t should be ones where cons traints against
communication are moderately high. Referring to a late-r·Rickers-
Ovsiankina and Kusmin studyreportedin;1958, Polansky reported
. that "significant differences between groups occur mostly on items
- of generally low accessibility" (p. 29). Polansky (1965') believed
this to be "an extremely difficult field to research" and recommended:
~ .. that one must. tak.e cllm gran,o sa.lis therepor t by
Jourard and Lasakow ,(1958, p.98), that s9m.e:aspects pf
self, for instance; Tastes and Interests, A ttitudes and Opin-
ions, and Work are disclosed more than information
about Personality, Money and Body (p. 29).
Polansky hypothesized that the accessibility of an attitude would
vary.-inversely with its determinance. That is, those attitudes
whos e change seems more -likely to bring about strong changes in
other related attitudes, would be -less likely to be accessible than
less "influential" attitudes. However, studies by Appelberg (1961)
at Bellefaire were either inconclusive oragains t the hypothesis as
stated.
Sheer 'verbosity is not verbal accessibility..Cognizant of
verbal flow as a defense, Polansky (1965) described the chief c·om-
ponents of verbosity as H(a) a concentration on the current reality
in a stimulus-bound fashion; (b) an over-scrupulosity about detail
(c) a desire to re -experience things pas t through retelling
them . ; (d) a desire to say something hostile while not saying
it. . . ." (p. 3 1) .
Polansky's (1965) conceptual theorizing has led from an im-
mediate s.pec-ificconcern with the casework relationship "to the
question of why people do, or do not talk at all." He limited his
analysis to the enduring forces of the situation derived from the
basic personality and further, "for brevity, " to account only·for
low VA .. He 'pr'oposed the following firs tapproximation to under-
stand the inarticulate person:
a. There may be a chronically.low need to communi-
cate verbally;
b. Constant strong wishes to withhold such contact ... ;
c. Fear of it; and/or
d. Deficient ability (both the latter are res training
forces which come into play only when there is a
force to communicate.) (p. 33).
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Summary
This chapter has summarized the concept of verbal accessi-
bilityas developed and reported by Polansky. Verbal accessibility
is d¢fined as the de~ree of readines s of the clie·nt to communicate
verbally, and to participate in communication about, his determi--
nant attitudes. VA is seen as dependent on two variables: (1) the
release of inhibiting factors in a given situation, and (2) the endur-
ing characteristics of the individual. The results of empirical
studies done in the latter area have been reported.
CHAPTER III
METHOD
Following our review of the literature in the general areas of
marital interaction and verbal accessibility, we focused attention
upon those studies which developed ins truments ·for measuring
verbal accessibility. None of the studies were directly concerned
with marital interac tion, but they did offer a considerable body of
theory, method and techniques for measuring verbal accessihility.
We decided that these techniques could be adapted to the specific
aims of this· projec t.
The research approaches developed by Norman Polansky and
Sidney Jourard .and their associates served as background for the
development of our scale. Jourard and Lasakow (1958) described
a ques tionnaire method for measuring the amount and content of
self-disclosure to selected "target persons." Jourard and Rich-
man (1963) developed a questionnaire which was designed to assess
the amount of s elf-disclosure as a variable in :its own right.
Polansky, Weiss and Blum (1961) used a scale ana,lysis technique
to study verbal accessibility as a function of content and personality
with children in treatment. Appelberg (1961) developed a series of
scales to measure the verbal accessibility of adolescents. The
Appelberg scales were designed to measure both the verbal
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accessibility of an individual and of a particular attitude. Verbal
accessibility of the individual was determined by how much that
individual was willing to discuss, and let others discuss with him,
important feelings. Appelberg measured the verbal accessibility
of the individual by counting how many items on the scale the indi-
vidual was willing to discuss with a specified target person. The
verbal accessibility of an attitude was measured by counting the
number of individuals who were willing to discuss the attitude with
the target persons. A decision was made to use this type of ap-
proach, with the necessary adjustments in content areas, target
persons, and wording of the items to suit marital partners.
Cons true tion of the Scale
To facilitate and organize the selection of items for the scale,
it was decided to use content areas sugges ted by social roles. The
idea was not to study roles as such, but to use them as a frame of
reference for selec ting items. Five areas of important feelings
and concerns in marriage were: marital, which included the affec-
tional and companionship roles; instrumental or work roles; atti-
tudes toward self; parental roles; and kinship roles.
The mos t important criteria for the selec tion of items was
the "determinancy" of the attitude represented by the item. Follow-
ing Polansky (1965), we attempted to study the degree to which
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persons are ready to com.m.unicateitnportant feelings. By deter-
m.inant attitudes ism.eant those attitudes which arem.os t "basic" to
the personality functioning of the individual, and which have the m.os·t
weight in influencing behavior .
Item.s were edited according to theinform.al criteria sum-
marized by Edwards (1957). The language of the statements 'was
kept simple to .m.ake each. item unders tandable to respondents who
havehad<little formal education. That is, our intent was· to develop
statements which would be unders tood in the same way by each
respondent.
To avoid statements tha t might be unders tood to refer to
ac tual happenings in our respondents' lives, a stem form was
clesigned to pose a supposition. Each statement r-ead in the same
way., i. e., "Suppose that you (had this feeling or concern) ,would
y®u talk with (a specified target person) about it?" A supposition
was intended to free the respondent, as much as possible, from.
fear of a public expression of his feelings and to relieve pressures
toward conformity~ The stem part of the statem.ent was re-worded
for husbands and for wives to make it unders tandable to them.. The
general content was .left intact for both scales.
Four target persons were used in this test. In the·instruc-
tions, respondents were asked to consider what they would discuss
with each target person. The term "discuss with" was used to
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imply the reciprocal aspect of verbal communication.. The prin-
cipal concern was to measure verbal accessibility in marriage. In
order to do this, it was necessary to demonstrate whether the acces-
s-ibility of an .individual to his spouse was a product of the marital
relationship or representative of the individual's more general
accessibility to others . Married subjec ts were expected to be
most accessible to their s·pouses (Jourard, 1964).
The target persons selected were Spouse, Relative, Confidant
and Counselor.. Respondents were asked. to name the relative and
confidant w.ith whom they would most likely discuss important feel-
ings and concerns. The relative target was not_limited to parental
figures with this adult sample, to eliminate the possibility that dis-
tanceor death would dis tort the avowed willingness to communicate
in such ins tances. All of the respondents wereinvo'lved in a coun-
seling situation, so the choice of the counselor as a target person
s ee.med natural and would provide -for a validity check.by having the
counselors rate the clients as well. Another reason for using the
counselor as a target persons temmed from the counselorJs interest
in a measure .of their clients' willingness to communicate with them.
Four r-esponse categories were selected to indicate the degree
of accessibility. The respondent could choose the category which
best represented the extent of his willingness to communicate with
a target person about each·item. The categories were: "Yes, fully
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and completely; II "Yes, to some extent;" "No, not much; "and "No,
not at all." Consideration was given to a neutral or undecidedcate-
gory, but this was discarded duringpre-tes ting as respondents were
able to make decisions among the other categories .
Scoring
Weights of 4, 3, 2, and 1 were assigned the categories on, the
assumption that they represented equal intervals. Thehighest
weight was assigned to the most positive category and the -lowest
to ·themos t negative. In this way a score could be obtained .for
ranking between high and low acce·ssibility. A score sheet, which
is·included.inthe Appendix, was constructed to show a total score
for· the individual, for the target person and for each item. How-
ever, scores were dichotomized into "low" and "high" for all of
our data analysis repor ted.in .ChapterIV.
In addition, to rating the.mselves on each item with each target
person, respondents were asked to rate their s:pouses' accessibility
to them on the same items. This would serve as a validity check.
The number of items used in this scale waslar.gely deter-
mined by a time factor. To avoid encroaching on counseling ses-
s'ions, we agreed to a limit of one half hour per interview .
Pre-testing showed that twenty items could be handled within
.this time -limit. Since each item required a res:ponse for four
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target persons, the respondent was asked t01llake a total of eighty
decisions during the1llainbody of the tes t. An additional twenty
responses were needed for the spouse rating. Most respondents
1ll0ved through the one hundred decisions within twentY1llinutes
without noticeable fatigue orboredq1ll. Our -i1llpression was that
respondents considered the testing a valid part of the counseling
procedures to which they were already c01ll1llitted. There were no
refusals to participate. Respondents interviewed a t the Fa1llily
Counseling Service were told that their scores would be .1lladeavail-
able to their counselor and could be discussed later. Datacollec-
tion extended over a period of three 1ll0nths.
Ad1llinis tra tionaf the Scale
The scale was ad1llinistered to respondents ·in.a one-to-one
setting. Introduction and instructions were given verbally. Uni-
for1llity of presentation was a desired goal. Although,instructions
were given to the counselors on how to 'introduce the respondents
to theprojec t, little ti1lle was given to training orprac tice, and
eachcouns elor added his own style to the proceedings . A copy of
the ins truc tionsisincluded in the Appendix.
Eachite1ll was typed on3x 5 cards of four different colors,
which were placed side by side, on a rack in front of the respondent.
Each color represented a different target person and was so labeled.
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Behind the card rack were four boxes which were marked with the
response categories. The respondent "voted" each card by insert-
ing itinto the response box which best represented how much he
would talk with a target person about that particular item. Judg-
mentsweremade in regard to all four target persons .beforemoving
on to the next item. A sample question .was used .. in .theins true tions
to -introduce the respondent to the mechanical procedures. The
interviewer read aloud each .item asit came up so that the respon-
dent had the advantage of both a visual and an oral presentation.
After the eighty cards were sorted, the respondent was
handed a fifth s tackef cards containing the same twenty items.
He was as'ked to 'use the same response boxes and judge how much
his (or her) spouse would be will ing to dis cus sthese items with him.
For ease in scoring, each card was numbered and the same
sequenceef items was used with each respondent. Some effort was
made to start and finish the sequence with "easy" or non-threatening
items, but otherwise no ordering of the items was attempted. We
assumed that the responses to the items would reflect an underlying
order. Scoring was quite s·imple as the response box in which a
card was found, indicated the weight of the answer . The color of the
card indicated the target person and the item identification number
was typed on the card.
Additional data were coHee ted from eachres'pondent regarding
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age, socio-economic status, lengthofmarr-iag-e, numbe-r of chil-
dren, and so forth. These data pr-ovidedfor analysis of factors
which m.ight influence verbal accessibility. Each counselor rated
ther-espondent as to how m.uch the respondent would talk to ,him
about the items. This score could then be com.pared. to the respon-
dent's self-avowed accessibility. to the counselor.
The Sample
The sample population used .in this study was -limited to
couples who were receiving counseling fr-om either the conciliation
department of the ,Multnomah -County Court of Domes tic Relations
or the Family Counseling-Service of Portland, Oregon. Twenty
couples were -interviewed from each agency. For the most part,
respondents were interviewed individually in the respec tive agency
offices. Although this method .limited the num.berof couples which
could be included in the sample within the time allotted for data
collection, it was felt to be superior to a questionnaire method. By
direct, individual contac t, we could explain the ins true tions in
greater de tail to the res·pondents. We also wanted todirec tly ob-
serve the res-pondent'sresponses to both the pr-ocedures and the
·items.
We were cognizant that couples engaged in counseling were
under -s tres s. Since we were unable to compare the scale scores
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of our sample with a s,arnple drawn at random from the general
popula tionofmarriedcouples, we haven,o way of knowing theeffec t
such stress might have on the verbal accessibility of our res,pon-
dents. Despite this drawback, our principal objec tivewas to con-
struct. a scale which could be used to ,measure the verbal accessibility
of any married person. Comparison studies with other samples, of
necessity, have ,been left to the future.
The study began with the Cour t of Domes tic Rela tions, wher-e
the help of the counselings taff was invaluable in cons true ting the
·ins trument and in developing procedures . Family Counseling Serv-
ice was called upon for cases to provide a contras t group and to
increase our sample size. The Family Counseling Staff searched
their case loads forinteres ted couples and made time and space
available to the research group on rather short notice for the agency.
The Court of Domestic Relations serves married couples who
ar eapproaching s epara tionanddivorc e. One par ty in the marriage
can petition the court for conciliation service and the otherparty'is
required to appear under threat of a summons. The counseling
service'is short-term and is oriented toward or-isis intervention.
The court counselors did not screen cases for the research project.
They referred c1ients who came in at the time the research person-
nel were available. There were no refusals to participate,butitis
quitepos sible that the authority of the court influenced the
3.0
respondents' willingness to cooperate. Quite often the counselors
had not seen the couple prior to this visit. The court counselors
gave their clients a brief orientation to the counseling service,
. stressing confidentiality, and then introduced them to the research
project andresearch.interviewer. The counselor would then.inter-
view one client while the researcher interviewed. the spouse.
Family Counseling .Service proceeded somewhat differently •
. The participation by couples in .both the counseling and the research
project was entirely voluntary. On-going cases were selec ted with
a minimum of two interviews with the counselor -prior to the re-
search interview. Clients were prepared ahead of time for the
re·searchand some.made a special trip into .the agency.'in order to
participate. Three couples were interviewed in their own homes
as they could not otherwise arrange time for the research interview.
Family Service counselors screened their case loads 'indi-
vidually. Several of the counselors as-ked for the test results
which were supplied and were used in subsequent interviews with
the clients. We did not offer the counselors any interpretation of
the score-sa t that time, as we awaited the completion.of the study.
Comparison of the Sample
The additional data obtained from the respondents were used
to compare the samples from the two agencies. These comparisons
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are1isted below in Table 1. No significant differences were found
between the two groups on the basis of these data. This would seem
to indicate, on the basis of these descriptive variables alone, that
we could pool our samples in analyzing patterns of verbal accessi-
bility.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE SAMPLE POPULA TIONS
< CDR FCS
Variable t >:c
Mean SD Mean SD
Age Men :34. 05 3.29 35.25 2.55 .329
Age Women 32.65 3.43 32.85 2. 15 .0005
Education ,Men 12.40 1.85 12.40 3.80 0
'Education Women .12. 45 2.10 12.40 1.75 .0001
Dura tionaf Marriage 10.80 2.34 10.35 2.05 . 11
Income 8,-508:- 2,593 7,199 2,350 .01
Socia-.Economic 68.45 4.18 64.00 4.70 .64S ta tus ):C):c
):c None of the ~s indicate significant differences between the
meansfor'CDR and FCS.
):c~c Computed from U. S. Bureau of the Census (1963) scores which
relate occupation, educationattaimnent, and income. Scores
can range from 0 to 99.·
GHAPTER IV
RESULTS
We planned that our scale would measure the variable "verbal
accessibility" in such a way that persons as well as items could be
ranked along a continuum from least accessible to most accessible.
The scale as cons true ted contained twenty items and tapped an un-
known number of attitudes. We were dependent on analysis to dis-
cover whether we had succeeded in measuring single attitudes with
at leas t some of the items. We selec ted the GuttrnanScalo.gram
Analysis as themos t feasible method of ranking persons and items
at the same time. This procedure had the additional advantage ·of
permitting us to_ examine the conceptual meaning of the attitudes
we had. tapped.
_Stouffer noted that "measurements to be meaningful should -be
along only onedimens.ion at a time" (8 touffer, e tal., 1950, p. 46).
Thus, we needed to determine the existence within our set of ques-
tions of a single meaning or dimension, . that is, a "characte-ristic
by which [the items] can be positioned ina quantitative series"
(Eng.lishand English, .1958, p. 153). In other words, if this unidi-
mensional quality can be demonstrated to exist among data such as
ours, then all the change -in the variable would occur along asingle
line or continuum. Because "scalogram analysis [or scale analysis]
provides a s.implemethod for testing a series of qualitative items
for unidimensionalityll (Stouffer, et al., 1950, p. 46), we decided
to us e this technique as developed by Louis Guttman .
" . Scalogram analysis can perhaps bemostaccurately
described as a procedure -for evaluating sets of statements or exist-
ing ,scales to deter~inewhether or not they meet the requirements
of a particular kind of scale ... " (Edwards, 1957, p., 172). Green
(1954) described thesereqU;irements or criteria to,be satisfied as
follows: "The reproducibility must be at least. 90, the item margi-
nalsmust have a large range but must not include extreme values,
each response category must have more non-error than error, and
errors must be random " (p. 363).
Guttman "considered an area 'scalable' if responses to a set
of items in that area arranged themselves in certain specified ways.
In particular, ,itmust be possible to order the ,items such that,
ideally ,persons who answer a givenques tion favorably all have
higher ranks than persons who answer the same question unfavor-
ably" (Stouffer, et ale , ,1950, p. 5).
Thus, without complicated mathematics, a rank ordering of
respondents and items provides a graphic representation of the
,presence of a scalable area which mayor may not be found to
satisfy the four criteria.
Inorcler to apply this technique easily, the response categories
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were dichotomized. Our four response categories seemed to pro-
vide the basis for a natural positive-negative dichotomy. Our final
positive category included both "Yes, fully and completely" and
"Yes, to some extent." Our final negative category included both
"No, not much" and "No, not at all." Thus, scores with original
values of 4 and 3 were converted simply to positive responses or
"1, " and scores with original values of 2 and 1 were converted to
negative responses or "0."
Scale Analysis Results
Scalogram analysis was attempted with the responses to the
four different target persons--Spouse, Relative, Confidant and
,Counselor. This was done for men and for women separately at
the Court of Domestic Relations (CDR) and also for men and for
women separately at Family. Counseling Service (FCS). Although
the demographic data showed no significant differences between
samples from the two agencies, there were other differences .. For
-instance, the couples at FCS were involved in long-term treatment
for chronic marital problems; and the couples at CDR were inter-
viewed a t intake.
Of the twenty original items, two (Items 6 and 19) did not
appear on any of the eight scales found. This sugges ts that the
remaining 18 items werem.ore discrim.inating -for -the sample along
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the dimension or dinlensions being measured . In ·Table n the ·items
which scaled one or more times are shown. Items 3 and 9 appeared
on five of the eight scales; 4 and 14 on four; 1, 8, 15 and 18 on three;
2, 5, 7, 11, 12, 13, 16 and 20 on two; andJ 0 and 17 on one.
The content and number of items which were found to scale
varied according to tar.get person. None of the items sca,ledfor
men or women at either agency with the Spouse or. Counselor as
target persons. Of the eight scales found with the -Relative and
Confidant as target persons, the -largest contained eight items; four
had s-ix items; and three had five items .
With the Spouse and Counselor as targ·et persons no scalable
areas were found in the responses of any of the four groups. This
lack of scalability was attributed to the high percentage O'f positive
responses which made scalogram analysis impossible.
Scalar patterns were found in the scores with the Relative
and Confidant as target persons for all four groups. Althoughthere
were differences as well as similarities in the number and content
of those items which-scaled for each group and for each target per-
son, in general the scales were thought to reflect a des:iretopre-
serve the impression :of personal and/or marital adequacy. This
protectiveness was seen in the content of the individual scales as
concern for self image, concern for thes-pouse'simage or concern
for preserving the image of an adequate marital relationship.
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TABLE II
FREQUENCY OF APPEARANCE OF ITEMS
IN EIGHT SCALE PATTERNS
Men Women Men Women
Relative Relative Confidant Confidant
Item FCS CDR FCS CDR FCS CDR FCS CDR Total
,1 x x x 3
2 x x '2
3 x x x x x 5
4 x x x x 4
5 x x 2
6 0
7 x x 2
8 x x x -3
9 x x x x x .5
.10 x :1
11 x x 2
.12 .x x 2
13 ,x x '2
,14 x x x x 4
15 x x x ·3
,16 x x 2
17 x 1
18 x x x -3
·19 0
20 x x 2
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By including them.axim.um. num.ber of item.s, an :increasein
the num.ber of non-scale types resulted. We could reduce the non-
scale types by reducing the num.ber of item.s, but we wantedasm.any
item.s aspos sibleineach scale in order to understand better the
content of the dim. ens ion m.easured.
"Relative" Scalar Patterns
With the Relative as target person, we found sixitem.s that
sca.led for them.en at FCS as s;hown in Table III. From. leas t ac-
cessible tom.ostaccessible they were:
Item. 4 - Suppose you are worried about your sexual
thoughts and feelings . . .
Item. 3 -Suppose you feel that your wife doesn't love
or res peet you . . .
Item. 9 - Suppose your wife isn't interestedenough:in
the children ...
Item. 1 - Suppose your wife doesn't unders tand the way
that you feel . . .
Item. 18 - Suppose you are worried about having a m.ental
breakdown ...
Item. 12 - .suppose you don't get along with your own
parents ...
These were the only item.s that form.ed an acceptable ·pattern.
Reproducibili ty was . 96. The m.inim.um. m.arginal reproducibility
(the m.ean of the m.odal m.arginal frequencies) was . 68.
Eight of these ,m.en nam.ed their fathers as the Relative they
wouldbem.os t likely to talk with. Five chose their brothers; two
~'"~
TABLE III
SCALE FA TTERNS AMONG ITEMS ·MEASURINGMEN'S 'SELF-A VO WED
FREEDOM TO COMMUNICA TE FEELINGS TO RELA TIVE
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE COURT OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Fa tterns Fitting Nonfitting Fa tter~s Total Fa tterns Fi tting Nonfi tting Pa tterns Total
Item * n Item ~:~ n N Item ~~ n .Item ~:~ n N
4 3 9 1 18 12 4 3 9 1 18 12 4 14 3 9 11 12 4 14 3 9 11 12
+ + + + + + 2 2 + + + + + + 1 + - + + + + 1 2
- + + + + + 2 - + + - + + 1 - + + + + + 2 - + + - + + 1 3
- + - + + + 1 4
- - + + + + 2 2 - - + + + + 2 - - + + - + 1 3
- - - + + + 1 + - - + - + 1 - - - + + + 3 ,3
- - - + + - 1 4
- - - - + + 3 3 - - - - + + 1 - - - - + - 1 2
- - - - - + 2 2 - - - - - + 3 3
- - - - - -
4 4 '- - - - - - 3 - - + - - - 1 4
Totals 16 4- 20 15 5 20
Reproducibility. 96; Minimum Reproducibility. 68 Reproducibility. 96; Minimum Reproducibility. 68
~:~ Item 4, Own sexual thoughts and feelings; 3, Wife's love or res-pect; 9, Wife's interest in chil-
dren; 1, Wife misunders tand way you feel; 18, Your mental breakdown;. 12, Rela tion to own
parents.; 14, Marital sex relation; 2, Not good times together; 11, Job dissatisfaction. w
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chose their m.others; and two chose their sisters. One m.an chose
his m.other-in-law and one chose his brother-in-law.
These men were leas t accessible to relatives with regard to
their own sexuaJ thoughts and feelings. They were only slightly
m.orewillingto discuss their wives ' lack of love or respect and
their wives' lack of interest in .the children. They weresQm.ewhat
m.ore willing to discuss· their wives' not unders tanding the way they
.feel and their own concern about m.ental breakdowns. They were
m.ost ready to discus s their poor relationship with their own parents.
Six items also scaled for .menat CDR with a·Relative as tar-
get person (See Table III). Reproducibility was. 96, .and m.inim.al
marginal reproducihility was. 68. From. least accessible tom.ost
accessible theseitem.s were:
Item. 4 - Suppose you are worried about your sexual
thoughts and feelings .•.
Item. 14 ... Suppose you and your wife don't have a good
sexual rela tionship ...
Item. 3·- Suppose you feel that your wife doesn't love
or respect you ...
Item 9 - Suppose your wife ·isn't interested enough
•in the children . . .
Item. 11 - Suppose youaren1t satisfied with the job
you now have . . .
Item 12 .- Suppose you don't get along'with your own
parents •..
Five -of thesem.en nam.ed their m.others as the Relative they
would bem.os t likely to talk with.. Three chose their fathers; two
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chose their sisters; two chose their brothers; two chose their sons;
and two chose their fa thers -in-law; and one his s·is ter -in-law.
In talking with a Relative these m.en appeared to be least
accessible with regard to their own sexual thoughts and feelings
and only slightly m.ore accessible about their m.arital sex relation-
ships. They would discuss som.ewhat m.ore readily their -feelings
·that their wives don't love or respect them. and their wives' lack of
interes t in the children. They were even ,m.orewilling to discuss
their jO,b dissatisfac tion and m.os t accessible with regard to poor
relationships with their own parents.
Although there were individual item. differences in these two
scales (FCS and CDR m.en) , the general content of the range ·from.
least.accessible to ,m.ost accessible is sim.ilar. WithRelatives
both groups were least ready to discuss sexual and m.arital con-
cerns andm.ost ready to discuss dissatisfaction with parental rela-
tionships. It would seem. that thesem.encom.m.unicate least readUy
,to relatives about thosem.atters which are m.ost intim.ateand per-
sonal, and m.os t readily about those m.atterswhich are not related
to ,m.arriage. Self concerns (Item.s 4 and 14) were -least accessible;
. concerns about thewife.ls perform.anceof expressive roles (Item.s 3,
9, 1) were ;more accessible; and concerns which are related to
factors external tothem.arriage (Item.s 11, 18, 12) were m.ost
accessible.
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Item 18, which appeared only on the scale for men at FCS, was
thought to reflec t their experience with long-term therapy and the
fac t that many of the couples in the sample from that agency had
personal or family experience with mental breakdowns, thus pro-
ducing a somewhat different perception.of this item. In view of this,
we were unable to explain with any degree of certainty why- this item
did not appear on the scale for women at FCS. The -fact that many
of the men's experiences were known to be with their wives ' break-
downs is pertinent, but not conclusive.
For the women at FCS with a Relative as target person, eight
items were -found to scale, (See Table IV.). Reproducibility was . 97,
and minimum marginal reproducibility was. 74. From least acces-
s-ible to most accessible, these items were:
Item 14 -Suppose you and your husband don't have a
good sexual relationship ...
Item 4 - Suppose you are worried about your sexual
thoughts and feelings ...
Item 3 - Suppose you feel that your ,husband doesn't
love or respec t you . . .
Item 15 - Suppose you are disappointed by the way
your husband acts around other people .
Item 16 - Suppos eyou are worried that your husband
spends money foolishly.
Item 9 - Suppose your husband isn't interested
enough in the children . • •
Item 8 - Suppose you feel that you aren't a good
mother ...
Item 7 - Suppose you feel that your children had
emotional problems ...
TABLE IV
SCALE PATTERNS AMONG ITEMS MEASURING WOMEN'S SELF-AVOWED
FREEDOM TO COMMUNICA TE FEELINGS TO RELA TIVE
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE COUR T OF DOMES TIC RELA TIONS
,Patterns Fitting Nonfitting Pa tterns Total Pa tterns Fitting Nonfitting Patterns Total
Item ~~ n Item ~~ n N I tem ~:~ n I tem ~~ n N
14 4 3 15 16 9 8 7 14 4 3 15 16 9 8 7 14 4 3 5 9 7 14 43 5 9 7
+ + + + + + + + 1 1 + + + + + + 5 + - + + + + 1
+ + + - + + 1 7
~
- + + + + + + + 1 1 - + + + + + 1 1
- - + + + + + + 1 1 - - + + + + ,2 2
....
- - + + ++ + 1 1 - - - + + + 1 - + - + + - 2
- - - + - + -l 4
- - - - + + + + 3 - - - - + + + - 1 4 - - - - + + 1 1
- - - - - + + + 1 - - - + - + + - 1 2 - - - - - + 2 - - + - - + 1 3
1." + 3 + 1 4 1 1 2- - - - - - + + - - - - - + - - - - - - - - + - - -
- - - - - - - + 2 - - + - - - - + 1 3
- - - - - - - - 3 3
To tals 16 4 20 13 7 20
Reproducibility.97; Min.imum Reproducibility. 74 Reproducibility. 93; Minimum Reproducibility. 66
>:~ Item 14, Marital sex relation; 4, Own sexual thoughts and .feelings; 3, Husband's love or re$pect; ..p...
15, How husband acts around others; 16,. How husband spends money; 9, Husband's interestin chil- N
dren; 8, Own feelings as -parent; 7, Children-Is embtionar·prohtems; 5, Own unsureness ~xound others.
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Eight of these women named their mothers as the Relative
they would be mos t likely to talk with. Five chos e their s:is ters;
three chose sisters-in-law; and two chose their daughters. One
chose her brother, and one chose her grandmother .
In talking to a Relative these women were .least able to discuss
their marital sexual relationships and their own sexual thoughts and
feelings. They were more accessible to feelings about husbands·'
lack of love or respect, their activities around other people and
their spending habits . There was greater accessibility about hus-
bands.' inte'restin the children and their own feelings about being a
mother. They were most accessible about their concerns ·about
their children's emotional problems.
Six items scaled for the women at CDR (See Table IV) ..Re-
producibility was .93, and minimum marginal reproducibility was
. 66. From. leas t accessible to mos t acce·s sible, these items were:
Item 14 - Suppose you and your husband don't have a
good sexual relationship .•.
Item 4- Supposeyouareworried about your sexual
thoughts and feel ipgs . . .
Item. 3 - Suppose you feel that your husband doesn't
love or r espec t you . . .
Item 5 - Suppose you feel unsure of yourself around
other people ...
Item 9 - Suppose your ·husbandisn't interes ted enough
in the children.
Item. 7' - Suppose you feel that your children had
emotional problems . . .
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Six of these women named their mothers as the Relative they
would be most likely to talk with. Four chose their sisters; three
chose aunts; two chos e their daughters; and two chose their sis ters-
irl,law. One said she would talk to her brother, one to her father,
and one to her cousin.
These women were leas t accessible with regard to their
marital sexual relationships and only slightly more acce-ssiblewith
regard to their own sexual thoughts and feelings. They were some-
what more ready to discuss their husbands' lack of love or respect
and their own unsurenes s around other people . They were even
,more willing to talk about their husbands' lac k of interes t in the
children. They were most accessible with regard to their concerns
about their children having emotional problems.
Of the eight scale patterns ·found, these two were the most
sjmilar in .ite;r.ns and content especially at the extremes. Both
groups of women appearedleastJikely to discuss with a Relative
matters concerning their marital sexual relationships and their
own sexual thoughts and feelings and most likely to discuss con-
cerns involving their children. It would seem that accessibility of
these women to their Relatives as indicated by these scales was re-
lated to preserving the appearance of sexual and marital adequacy,
as well as to support of their own feminine roles. Intimate marital
and sexual c·oncerns (Items 14 and 4) were least accessible;
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concerns about their own as well as their husband's marital and
social roles (Items 3, 5, 15, 16) were somewhat more acce-ssible;
and matters relating to their own and their husband's concerns about
the children (Items 9, 8, 7) were mos t acces sible.
Themos t apparent difference between these two scales (FCS
and CDR women) was the appearance of Items 15 and 16 (husbands'
spending habits ; husbands' behavior around other people) on the
scale for women at FCS. This may be a reflection ,of pers-is tent or
chronic concerns about the husband's inadequacies .
"Confidant" Scalar Patterns_
A wide variety of items appeared in the scales with a Confi-
dant as target person. This seemed to be influenced by agency dif-
ferences as well as sex, personal idiosyncrasies and situational
circums tances of the res-pondents.
We found five -items that scaled for the men at FCS (See
Table V) . Reproducibility was. 98, and minimum marginal repro,..
ducibility was. 69. From least accessible to ,mos t accessible,
these items were:
Item 16 - Suppose you are worried that your wife
spends -money, foolishly.
Item 13 - Suppose your wife pays too much attention
to what her family says ... or 14·-
Suppose you and your wife don't have a
good sexual relationship ...
TABLE V
SCALE FA TTERNS AMONG ITEMS MEASURING MEN'S SELF-AVOWED
FREEDOM TO COMMUNICA TE FEELINGS TO CONFIDANT
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE COURT OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Patterns Fitting Nonfi tting Pa tterns Pa tterns Fi tting Nonfi ttingPa tterns
Item ~:~ Item *
Total Item. ~:~ Totaln n
N
Item. ~:~ n n
16 13 16 13
N
1 8 10 1 8 10 9 20 2 5 11 9 20 2 5 1114 14
+ + + + + 3 3 + + + + + 3 + + - + + 1
+ + + - + 2 6
- + + + + 1 1 - + + + + 1 - + - + + 1 2
- - + + + 2 2 - - + + + 1 - - + - + 1 2
- - - + + 2 2 - - - + + 2 2
- - - - + 1 1 - - - - + 1 1
- - - - - 9 + - - - - 1 - - - - - 7 7
- - + - - 1 11
Totals 18 2 20 15 5 20
Reproducibility. 98; Minimum R~producibility.69 Reproducibility. 95; Minimum Reproducibility. 62
~:~ Item. 16, How wife spends m.oney; 13, Wife's overly attentive to her fam.ily; 14, Marital sex rela-
tion; 1, Wife rnisunders tands way you ,feel; 8, Own feelings as parent; 10, Hom.e not pleasant; 9,
Wife's interest in children; 20, Own dissatisfaction with income; 2, Not good times together; 5,
You feel unsure .of self; 11, Job dissatisfaction. ~0'
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Item 1 - Suppose your wife doesn l t unders tand the
way tha t you feel . . .
Item 8 - Suppose you ,feel that you aren't a good
fa ther .
Item 10 - .suppose you think your home isn I t a
pleasant place to live . . .
Twelve of these ,men na.med a male ·friend as Confidant; four
nameid minis ters and two their employers.) One -said his Confidant
was a female friend, and one chose his doc tor.
TheseInen were least accessible concerning their wives I
spending habits . They were slightly more willing to discuss their
wives' paying too much attention to their (the wives,l) 'parents or
their marital sexual relationships. (These two iteIn-s scaled inter-
changeably.) Somewhat more accessible were concerns about wives:'
understanding of their feelings and that they were not good fathers.
They were mos t accessible with regard to their-haInes not being
·pleasant places to ,live.
All of the items in this scale were considered internal to
marriage and concerned with the adequacy of the marital relation-
shipwithe:qlphasison role relationships. It appeared that accessi-
bility was related to the husband's perception of his and his wife·'s
roles in themarriage. These men were least able to discuss with a
Confidant those concerns whichre£1ect their dissatisfaction with
their wives' behavior (Items 16, 13, 14); slightly more accessible
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was concern about their wives' treatment of them as -persons
(Item I); matters relating to their own func tioning in the relation-
s-hip (Items 8 and.IO) were most accessible.
Five items also scaled Jor the .men at CDR (See Table V).
Reproducibility was. 95, and minimum marginal reproducibility
was.62. From least accessible to .most accessible, these items
were:
Item 9 - Suppose your wife isn't interested enough
in the children ...
Item 20 - Suppose you aren't satisfied with how ITluch
money you make ... .
Item 2 - Suppose you and your wife don't have a good
time together . . .
Item 5 - Suppose you feel unsure of yourself around'
other people . . .
Item 11 - Suppose you aren't satisfied with the job
you now have ...
Sixteen of thes e men named a male friend as ,Confidant, and I
two named their employers. One said he would talk to a female
friend, and one would talk to his minister.
These .men seemed to beleast accessible with regard to their
concerns about their wives' interes t in the children. They were
somewhat more able to talk about their dissatisfac tion with their
incoITle. They were even more -ready to discus.s not having a good
time with their wives and their own unsureness around other people .
They were mos t acces sible with regard to their job satisfaction.
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None of the more ·intimate, personal items appeared .in this
scale. All of these ·items related to matters other -than intimate
marital relationships. Thus, CDR mens ee1l1ed to bemos t able to
discuss with a Confidant those matters which did not relate to
marital relations. Accessibility seemed to be related to -their ·own
.masculinerolesin life and to their wives only as they reflect the
male role. Concern about wives,' parental adequacy (Item 9) was
least accessible; somewhat more accessible were areaso-f financial
and social dissatisfaction (Items 20, 2, 5); concern about their own
positions in society at large (Item 11) were most accessible.
The general external nature of these items may also reflect
the disengagement with· spouse which these men at CDR were unde'r-
going at the time of testing. The ·item relating to wife·'s Jack of
interes t in the children was the only parental concern that appeared,
and pro tee tionof this area might reflec t the expectation that the
wife would havecus tody of the children in the event of dissolution
of themarr·iage.
With a Confidant as target person, six items scq.led for women
at FCS (See Table VI). Reproducibility was . 97; minim~mmarginal
reproducibility was. 70. From least accessible to most accessible,
these ·items were:
Item 20- ·Suppose you aren't satisfied with how much
money -your husband makes ••.
TABLE VI
"
SCALE PATTERNS AMONG ITEMS MEASURING WOMEN'S SELF-AVOWED
FREEDOM TO COMMUNICA TE FEELINGS TO CONFIDANT
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE COURT OF DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Patterns Fitting Nonfitting Patterns Patterns Fitting Nonfitting Patterns
Item >:~ Item >:~ Total I tetn >:~ I tetn *
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n n
N
n n N
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"
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-
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-
-
- + - - 1
-
_.
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Totals 15 5 20 15 5 20
Reproducibility ~ 97; Minimum Reproducibility. 70 Reproducibility. 95; Minimum Reproducibility. 61
I
>~ Itetn 20, Own dissatisfaction with incotne; 2, Not good titnes together; 1, Husband understand way
you,feel; 15, How husband acts around others; 18, Your tnental breakdown; 17, Husband not faith-
ful; 13, Husband pays attention to hisfatnily; 3, Husband's love or res:pect; 8, Own feelings as
parent.
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Item 2 - Suppose you and your husband don't have a
good time together .•.
Item 1 - Suppose your husband doesn't understand the
w a yyou feel . • .
Item 15 - Suppose you are disappointed by the way your
husband acts around other people ...
Item 18 - Suppose you are worried about having a
mental breakdown .. .
Item 17 - Suppose you are worried that your -husband
is no t fa i thful to you . . •
Eighteen of these women named a female friend as Confidant.
Two said they would talk to their doctors.
These women were leastJikely to discuss with a ,Confidant
their dissatisfaction with their husbands' incomes. They were only
slightly more accessible about not having a good time with their
husbands, their husbands' lack of understanding and their disap-
pointrnent with the way their husbands act around other people .
They were more willing to discuss their own worries about having
a mental breakdown. They were most accessible with regard to
. their worries about their -husbands being unfaithful.
All of these ·items were related to the husband's role in the
marriage. These women seemed to use their -husbands' roles to
pro tee t their -own images when discussing marital concerns with a
Confidant. Those areas which affect their own images (Items 20
and 2) were .leas t accessible; concerns which could more easily be
blamed on the husbands' frailties (Items- I and 15) weres.omewhat
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more accessible; and complaints which imply that husbands are
entirely at fault and depict the wives as objects of sympathy (Items
18 and 17) were most accessible.
The appearance of Item 17 in this scale was unexpected. It
is possible that infidelity for these women may have a positive con-
notation such as projec tingblame onto the husband, or it may sym-
bolize marriage to a "potent" male.
~
For the women at CDR we found five items that scaled (See
Table VI). Reproducibility was. 9.5; minimum marginal reprodu-
cibility was ~61., From least accessible to most accessible, these
items were:
Item 15 - Suppose you are disappointed by the way
your husbandac ts around other people .
Item 13 - Suppose your husband pays too .much atten-
tion to what his family says ...
Item 3 -Suppose you feel that your husband doesn't
love or respec t you ...
Item 18 - Suppose you are worried about having a
mental breakdown ...
Item 8 - Suppose you feel that you aren'ta good
mother ...
Fifteen of these women said that their Confidants were
female friends. Three named their minis ters and two indicated
their doc tor s .
In talking to a Confidant, these women were least likely to
discuss their disappointment about the way their husbands ac t
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around other people . They were only slightly more willing to talk
about their husbands' paying too .much attention to their families.
They were more ready to discuss their husbands ' lack of love or
respec t for them and their own worries about having a mental
breakdown. They were ,mos t accessible with regard to feelings
that they were not good mothers.
With one exception (Item 8) these items were also related to
the husband's role inmarr·iage. However, these womensee.med to
be more protective of their. husbands' roles, as opposed to using
husbands·' roles to protec t their own images. Mattersconce·rning
husbands' social and familial weaknesses (Items 15 andJ3) were
least accessible;~oncernabout husbands:' treatment of them as
persons (Item 3) was slightly more accessible; personal concerns
about their own. inabilities to fulfill role expectations (Items ·18 and
8) were most accessible. Thus, this scale seemed to·indicatea
pattern of the wife protecting herself from recognition of concern
,that her husband is neither sufficiently emotionally involved .in the
marriage nor concerned about her reactions to ,him.. The Confidant
is utilized by these women to expres.s anxieties about their own
func tioning .
The wide variety of items on the four scales with a Confidant
as target person could not be conclusively explained within the
limitations of this study. This variety might reflec t the ·influence
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.of situational differences and personality variables among there-
spondents. The ·Relative scales, on the other hand, were essentially
s·imilar, especially at the extremes, and the main differences were
along sex lines. That is, it appeared that verbal accessibility
. toward a Relative was governed to a considerable extent by tradi-
tional kinship and cultural role expec tations of males andfe.male·s.
Whereas, verbal accessibility toward a Confidant seemed to be
dependent on the individual situations and personalities of the
respondents.
This might also explain the fact that agency differences
seemed to .bereflected in the Confidant scales, but not in the Rela-
tivescales. The ite.ms in the Confidant scales for both the men
and women at CDR seemed to be crisis -oriented sensitive areas •
In addition, there were indications of the influence of the separation
of the s-pouses, especially the lack of marital involvement seenjn
.the .men's scale. More than 50 percent of the couples in this sample
had been separated from 4 to 56 weeks.
The Confidant scales for men and women at FCS indicated
concerns about possibly chronic marital problems. They consisted
primarily of items concerningmar-ital roles and relationships .
Only one of these couples was separated, and all had undergone
1ong- term couns eling.
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Validity
It had been expec ted that validity of the scale would be indicated
by comparing the Counselor's Ratings and the Spouse1s Ratings with
the corres-ponding self-avowed ratings of verbal accessibility. Chi-
square comparisons were made for all twenty ite.ms and no s-ignifi-
cant differences were found. However, it was decided that these
finqingswereinconclusive because of the small size of the' sample
and because of the fact that scores were to a large extent "acces-
sible (or .positive) responses. In .other words, the dearth of "inac-
cessible" (or negative) responses rendered these analyses :ineffective.
Because of the timeliITlitations and the general nature of the
project, no atteITlpt was made to .measurereliabili ty.
Response Bias
The high percentage of positive responses with the Spouse and
.Counselor as target persons sugges ted several conclusions. It may
reflect a desire of the respondents to conform to the ideal of a com-
panionship marriage, and feeling that they should talk about certain
matters, they responded in what they.perceived to be the acceptable
manner. In addition, the questions may not be discriminating enough
between marriage partners. They may measure verbal accessibility
about marriage, but not within marriage.
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As for the Counselor as target person, it was felt that the
respondents probably perceived no clear dis ti.nction between the
research and counseling processes. The respondents ..may have
expected that the results would be seen and evaluated by the coun-
selors and, therefore, may have answered positively. This con~
jecture ·is derived from the fact that several counselors did. request
scores and used them in the counseling process . In addition, the
·introduction of the research project within the counseling·process
initially blurred any dis tinc tions.
SeveraJ other ·fac tors were cons.idered to have contr-ibuted to
dis tor tion of the scores. Thephras.ing of the ques tions as supposi-
tions required the respondent to remove himself from the reality
o-f his current situation. However, the respondents often expressed
a marked difficulty in making a decision not based on reality. On
the other hand, there were also reports from respondents that all
or some of the items exact!y des c ribed -their curr ent problems.
Difficulty/in much the same area was .reported with the Spous-e
·Ratingques tions which further removed the res_pondent from himself
and required projections. Quite often the -r·espondents .commented
on the difficulty of keeping in mind that they were answering -the way
they thought their spous es would answer.
Concerning -the items themselves,. it is to be further noted
that in contrast to the items on previous verbal accessibility scales
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(e~ g. , Appelberg) many of our items either concerned undes·irable
situations or were phrased to,makenormal situations appear unde-
sirable or objec ts of worry and concern. To what extent this may
have influenced the outcome was difficult to determine.
CHAPTER V
EVALUATION AND IMPLICATIONS
The study reported here was an attempt to clarify one con-
cept, verbal accessibility, within the interactional approach to
marriage. This approach focuses on the continuing socialization
process and personality development of marital partners, ; thus
making it especially applicable to social work practice. Profes-
s·ional intervention in marital problems is directed toward changing
behavior by influencing changes in problem-related attitudes. Ver-
bal communication is the primary means by which this is accom-
plished. The meaningful unit of communication is not just the .facts,
nor the feelings , but the set of attitudes which characterize the
individual.
The degree of readiness to communicate verbally, and to
participate in communication about determinant attitudes was .con-
ceptualized by Polansky as verbal accessibility. Polans.ky (1965)
used the term "determinant" to describe those attitudes which if
changed have themos t significant influence on behavior. Hecon-
eluded that verbal accessibility is dependent on two variables:
(1) the enduring characteristics of the.individual, and (2) the release
of inhibiting ·fac tors in a given situation. Our goal was to develop a
scale which would permit the examination.of these variables by
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measuring the VA of an individual and of attitudes related to ,mar-
riage. We assumed that a better understanding of forces impelling
or inhibiting verbal communication would contribute in a significant
way to the unders tanding of marital interac tion.
We administered our scale to forty couples who were involved
in counseling, twenty at the Court of Domestic Relations and twenty
at Family Counseling Service. The difference in response's between
those tested at CDR and FCS seemed to be related to the nature .of
the services provided by the particular agency and to the needs of
the individuals who sought that service. Our analysis of demo-
graphic data collected did not reveal any significant differences
between the groups of respondents :from the two agencies.
The high degree of self-avowed verbal accessibility responses
of bo th men and women to their Spouse and to the C ouns elor as tar-
get persons precluded scalogram analysis of these data. Scalogram
analysis was poss-ible for men and women with both the Relative and
_Confidant as target persons producing eight scalogram patterns.
Theoretical Implications
The high percentage of positive responses toward the·Spouse
asa target person may be interpreted as indicative of the non-
discriminating nature .of our ·items. However, it is also in accord-
ance with Jourard (1964) who found that husband and wives tended
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to disclose more to each other than to any othertar.get person.
Mayer and Zander (1966) found in their study,oflower andmiddle
class wives that a large majority of their respondents revealed their
concerns more openly to their husband than to anyone else . They
noted that the similar-itybetween the two sets of wives ended at that
point, however.
The positive nature of the responses to the counselor tended
to validate Nooney's finding (1960) in which he reported that where
there was an induced increase in forces compelling communication
:that individual differences were such as to greatly reduce te,:; t-
retest reliability. The compelling ,force inourtes tingwould be
the res,pondents" desire to present themselves in the best possible
light. and to please the counselor. It seemed that our respondents
were not always able to discriminate between the researc.hinter-
viewer and their cauns elor .
Our results showed no significant overall differences in ,VA
between men and women. This is not necessarily contrary to the
report of Lasakow and Jourard (1958) who found that men didn.ot
generally disclose as much about themselves as women. Our
results showed a sex-linked difference in the particular items that
were found to be discriminating by scalogram analysis. Komarovs"ky
(1962) found in her studies of working class marriages that men ,and
women reacted differently to stress within ,marriage, and that stress
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tended to change the conununication patterns. For instance, she
r'eported that when there ·is a lack of meaningful communication be-
tween marital partners, women tended to increase the level of
comTIlunication to women relatives and iriends. Men, however,
tended to disengage themselves from the marital problems and
discussed their intimate marital concerns much less than their
wives. The items composing the scales for men and women from
the Court of Domestic Relations seemed to follow this tendency.
Also wives at CDR had a higher ·level of accessibility toward,Rela-
tives and Confidants than any other sample group. Their -husbands
were less accessible to Relatives and Confidants than other sample
groups. The respondents at CDR were discussing marriages' in an
acute state of stress andinmany,instances a firm resolve to ter-
minatethe relationship was held by at least one partner. This
trend toward high disclosure was not present in .the FCS sample
'which may be ·a reflec tionof the more chronic nature of the marital
problems and the mutual decision ,of the couples to engage them-
selves ·in a long-term counselings·ituation.
Our results appeared to have a single underlying theme ex-
pressed by Goffman's concept of "impression management" (1959).
Impression management seems prominent in the genera.lly self-
av:owed willingness to communicate all s tudiedatti tudes' toward ,the
Spouse, as respondents attempted to conform to the "ideal" of a
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companionship marriage. Toward the Counselor, theres'pondents
attempted to present themselves as "good clients." Toward the
Relative and; Confidant, impression ,management reflec ted more dis-
crimination in concerns to be discussed. This suggests that res-pon-
dents were selective in what they would discuss with these target
people in conformance to the impres-S'ion; to be conveyed.
VA of the Attitude
Polansky considered VA of the attitude in two senses: (1)
an individual may be more willing to discuss certain of his attitudes
than he will others; (2) examination of a number of individuals may
reveal uniformities in regard to expressing or not expressingcer-
tain attitudes. Scalo.gram analysis allowed us to examine the VA
of the attitude -in the latter sense. The items to be discussed
reflect the attitudes of only. those res.pondents who fit the scale
types.
Of items appearing in -scalarpatterns, thoseinatleas t thre-e
of the eight scales will be discus sed. Our focus will be on theim-
plication of the items rather than their scale position. Appearing
on five of the eight scalogram patterns were Item 3 (Suppose your -
-Spouse doesn't love or respect you) and Item 9 (Suppose yourSpouse
isn't interested enough in the children). The balance of compelling
and res training forces made the attitudes represented by these -items
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the mostdiscrim.inating of those tested. Both items were on all
Relative scalograms. In addition Item 3 appeared on the scale for
women at CDR, and Item 9 on the scale for men at CDR. Both ,items
are "other" oriented. That is, they are about the Spouse, n,ot about
the respondent. The importance of the family of orientation in trans -
mitting parental rdle patterns is well established and perhaps ac-
counts for the appearance of Item 9. In talking with a Relative, an
:individual feels free to discuss this item, particularly when "blame"
is cas t on a Spouse. Remembering that all of the marriages studied
were under either chronic or acute stress, the same sort of "blame,II
is represented by Item 3, with the compelling force perhaps ,an at-
tempt to elicit sympathy. Also both Items 3 and 9 tend to serve as
a defens e agains t explora tion of the respondent's par t in the two
represented problem areas.
Two items concerned with the sexual area appeared on four
scalar patterns . These are Item 4 (Suppose you are concerned with
your own sexual thoughts ,and feelings) and Item 14 (Suppose you and
your Spouse don't have a good sexual relationship). Item 4 appeared
on all scales with the Relative as a target person. The family of
orientation serves as an outlet for the discussion,of this self-
oriented sexual item. Only in the family of orientation are the
restraining forces sufficiently weak to allow the expression of these
concerns. The marital sex item was represented on three of the
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four Relative scalar patterns . The exception was that it did not
appear on the Relative scale for the men at FCS. It did appear ·for
men at FCS as discriminating toward the Confidant. Thiswould
sugges t that for these men there were less res training forces in
discussing this item with a Confidant than there were in discussing
it with a Relative. Thus, taboos against talking about one 'sown
sexual thoughts were keenly felt by the men at FCS within their
family of orientation.
The four items appearing on three scaling patterns are .more
difficult to analyze. Item 1 (Suppose you and your spouse don't have
a good time together) appeared on response to the Confidant on
scales for women at both FCS and CDR. It also scaled for men
at FCS with the Relative asa target person. This item could be
classed as revealing a marital companionship attitude. The ·dis-
criminatory power toward the Confidant for both women samples
reveals the use of the Confidant as a ,"safety valve." It was felt that
this was a relatively inane item, but apparently the underlying atti-
tude had a sufficiently strong restraining force to provide ·it with
discr,iminatorypower. The appearance of this item for FCSmen
seemed related to their concerns for their marital role, in contrast
to CDR men whose scaling items generally tended to be related to
ins trumental role concerns.
Item 8 (Suppose you feel you aren't a good parent) scaled for
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FCS women to the ,Relative; for FCS men to the Confidant; and for
CDR women to the Confidant. For FCS women, the fam,ily of orien-
tationprovides the situation where the balance of compelling and
restraining forces makes this "self-related" parental role item
scale. The family is traditionally concerned with performance of
the parental role. The res training force in this ins tancemay well
be the impression management concept discussed earlier. FCS
men us ed their Confidant to discus s this i tern revealing again their
concern .for role performance within the marriage . CDR women
could be expected to be sensitive in this area dtle to the s,ituationof
impending divorce and custody proceedings in which they were
involved.
Item 15 (Suppose you don't like the way your husband acts
around other people) appears on three scales as follows: FCS
women to their Confidant; CDR women to their Confidant; FCS
women to their ·Relative. This item has implications ,for the more
or 'less public display of the manner in which the marital couples
fulfill the companionship role. The appearance of this item on the
Confidant scales for both women samples points to the use of the
Confidant as a "safety valve. II The restraining force seems to be
impressionmanagement. For FCS women the Relative as a target
person also seemed to be used as a "safety valve." In addition:it
may have indicated the use ,of the way the husband actsas.justification
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for the chronic marital problems of the sample group.
Item 18 (Suppose you are worried about having a mental break-
down) scaled for men at FCS with the Relative and for women at both
agencies with the Confidant. M:ena t FCS seemed to be more .free to
discuss mental health concerns. Both men and women at FCS were
known to have more experience with mental health agencies. In ,a
sense they were "conditioned" to discuss mental health concerns.
The fact that men at FCS discussed this item with a Relative seemed
reflective of the greater dependence that these men had on their
-families of orientation. The force compelling· CDR women to dis-
cuss this item with a Confidant seemed related to situational stress.
The use of the Confidant as a "safety valve" is once .moreimplied.
Items 6 and J 9 were 'not included in any of the scalar patterns ,
indicating that they were not discriminating to any target person.
Item 6 (Suppose you and your spouse do not agree on how to handle
the children) had inherent in its make-up disagreement which would
almos t always necessitate verbal interac tion. Likewise thereap-
pearedto be a cQmpellingforce to communicate this parental role
item which had no off-setting restraining or inhibiting force, thus
negating its discriminatory power. Item 19 (Suppose you arewor-
riedthat you/your wife will become pregnant) failed to fit any scalar
pattern. This .is probably explained by the fac t that a nu.mber of our
couples were physically separated and others of them were .incapable
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of producing children for various physical reasons.
In general iteIlls IllOS t dis criIll ina ting were those least visible
to those outside the Illarital relationship. Respondents said they
were Plost accessible to their Spouses. This see.Illed linked to' their
expectation that this was the way their Illarriagewas supposeto.be.
Their openness to the Counselor Illay well have been what Polansky
(1965) called "the antic ipa ted ins truIllental value of ther-ela tions:hip
for furthering life--goals extrinsic to the relations·hip" (p. 41).
Generally, respondents viewed the Spouse and Counselor in terIllS
of "role to role;"interactions rather than "person to person."
The greater discritnination in ,Illatters discussed with Rela-
tives tended to reflec t the concern of the faIllily of orientation for
the respondents ' parental and marital rolefulfillIllent. The Confi ....
dant tended to be used as a "safety valve" with ite;rns revealing
"coIllplaints" about the Spouse appearing .Illoreoften than other
type s of i teIll s .
Clinical Implications
How a husband or wife functions in his or her Illarital role is
"invisible" to others (Mayer, 1967). Social workers have tradi-
tionally depended upon the interview to "rnake visible" the -patterns
of interaction between .husbandandwife. Polansky (l965) pointed
out that in addition to listening for history, s.ocial workers should
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obtain an unders tanding of the attitudes which charac terize the
client. A scale which can accurately measure VA of the person
and the attitude should facilitate this. For instance, such a scale
could be utilized to examine and evaluate individual differences.
Although our study did not analyze couple VA by comparinghus-
bands' and wives' scores, such a use of individual scores would
prove valuable in diagnosing differences in ,marital interaction.
VA scale results may well reflect the degree and quality of emo-
tional involvement in marriage.
Comments about the scale made by the c ouns elor s and clients
gave us clues to its possible uses . Counselors at the .Family Coun-
seling Service, who incorporated the scale into regular counseling
sessions, found that it encouraged the clients to' think about their
marital communication. They stated that the scale tended to con-
firm pro:blem areas that had previously been encountered and to
present new areas for discussion. One counselor discussed the
scale extensively with each couple, going through the questions and
responses one by one. The clients were often surprised at each
others" responses and communicated this to the c.ounselor.
In several cases a comparatively Jong period of time .passed
(approximately four weeks) between the administration of the scale
and discussion sessions with the counselor. In these cases, in-
crease in ,verbal accessibility was reported by the couples. This
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indicates that administering the scale tended to affect accessibility.
If fur ther research sU,bs tantiated this indication, a VA scale would
contribute to both diagnosis and trea tment. This would permit
analysis of the dynamic relationship between personality and atti-
tudes, and would ,increase understanding of marital role-taking.
Implica tionsfor Fur therResearch
The mechanical procedures for the adminis tration of the s,cale
were smooth in operation and could well be used in future studies.
,Methodological refinements are needed in several areas including
item selection, separation of the research from agency services,
and control of response bias.
Scalogram analysis of the twenty items selec ted indicated
that we had selected some items which expressed unidimensionality
for Relative and ,Confidant target persons. This wasn,ot true for
Spouse and Counselor. The over-whelming number of positivere-
sponses to these target persons indicated the failure ,of the items
to be discriminating.
Items were of such a general nature that marital partners
could hardly avoid talking about them, unless they were completely
disengaged from the marital relationship. In other words "high
self-avowed VA may have, in fact, been accurate. Oneindication
that this may have been the case was our finding that items referring
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to self-image and intima te marital concerns wereindeed:1eas t
accessible. Rickers-Ovsiakina and Kusmin (1958) indicate that
significant differences between groups occur mostly on items of
generally low accessibility. To iInprove our scale for the within
marriage measure, items of a more intimate nature s:houldbe
added. These items should tap into areas where communication ,is
restrained by cultural conditioning, taboos, or role expectations.
The scale used in this study could be expanded into 'a .series
of sub-scales more nearly approximating the approach used by
Appelberg (1961). An additional number of items, perhaps twenty
'in ,each role area, could be handled in a reasonable time span if the
Counselor as a tar.getpersonand the spouse rating series were
eliminated. The sub-scales could then be analyzed to see if they
formed a scale pattern. An identified unidimensionalitybetween
the sub-scales would be the goal and would contribute to the valid-
ity of sub-scale analysis. We can speculate that role areas would
form a pattern both in relation to the intimacy of the role area and
the inttmacy with the target person. The intimacy of the role would
restrain VA, while the intimacy with the target person would be a
compelling force. With improvement of the sensitivity of the scale,
the Counselor as a target person could be used in future research.
Future tes ting done within an agency should be divorced from
the counseling procedures . While we appreciated the help of the
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counselors, we felt that the association with thecounselin,g service
contributed to the response bias. Respondents could not clearly
dis tinguish between the counselor and the research interviewer.
This was reinforced with the knowledge that the counselor would be
informed of the test results and thus encourq..gedpositive responses.
Until theresearch;is complete, and the instrument can bere-leased
for general usage, the results should beheld in confidence. Re ...
sponse bias can be reduced but not entirely eliminated by such
measures as insurance of anonymity and good rapport. ,Nye and
Bayer (1962) suggest that another existing scale, such as the Lie
Scale from the M.M. P. I , could be used to detect invalid answers.
This would be preferable to projec tive tes ts which are cumbersome ,
expensive and often less than valid.
Ins true tions to the res'pondents were adequate for a grasp of
the mechanical procedures.' We were not able to clarify, the con-
cept of reciprocity in VA , nor the quality and quantity of the com-
munication. Perserveration or nagging ,may have been equated with
VA by respondents. ,We were uncertain,how to proceed when the
respondent indicated a readiness to discussa-n,item but was re-
s trained by the target person's unwillingness to participate. ,Clarity
might be gained by subs tituting the word could for would in the dis-
cussion question, i. e., "Suppose that you (had this feeling or con-
cern), "would you talk with. . . ?"
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We were not entirely satisfied with the response categories
used in this study. It was not clear that the four possible responses
represented equal intervals. Dichotomizing the responses for scale
analysis eliminated some of the concern, at leas t for the Relative
and Confidant target persons. There was some indication that a
different dichotomy of responses would work for the Spouse as a
target person. A trial anq,lysis was made using only the "Fullya~d
Completely" response as positive and the rest as ,negative. An
acceptable scalogram was obtained for the Spouse target person,
but scale patterns were eliminated for Relative and.Confidant. The
Cornell technique for scalogram analysis, described by Goode &
Hatt (1952), might be used with better success. The Cornell
method is more flexible and tailors the dichotomizations individually
for each item.
The sample used in this study represented a very small,
specialized segment of the univers,e of marital partners ..Such
homogeneity does contribute to control of variables. It severely
limits generalizations, however. Nye and Bayer (1962) sugges t
Frequency Dis tribution ,Control and Ecological Matching as alternate
devices for the control of variables. Increased sample size 'would
greatly enhance data analysis potentials. In this study chi-s·quare
tes tswereinconc1usive due to the small size of the sub-samples.
A larger N would increase the possibility of filling cells and
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obtaining significant results. A random sample of the more general
population of marital partners would allow for comparisons .of
several areas, Le., marital satisfaction, stress in.the marriage,
s.ocial class, education, etc.
Our investigation focused on only one of the two var-iables
Polansky associated with VA, the compellingandr-estrainings·itu-
ational forces. The other variable, the enduringcharacte-ristics
of the individual, remains to be explored. This could beaccom-
plished by combining a VA scale with pe-rsonalitymeasures.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COUNSELOR
The following ins truc tions are to be given to each individual
included in -the sample:
"In addition to our interview today, I am going to ask each of
(Res earcher)you. to spend some time with Mr. /Mrs.
---...:..-------=----
Mr. /Mrs. (Researcher) will be asking you some questions
-_....:.-_-----=----
to learn more about wham you talk with, about things that are of
concern to you. This is a special study which will help us to beof
greater help to you as well as to others. Now would you Mr. /Mrs.
(Client) go with Mr. /Mrs. (Researcher)
---'----'--'- -_----:._---_----:._-- II
Following your interview with the couple, please comple te
the attached "Counselor's ·RatingSheet" for both husband and wife.
The -Research .Code# blank is for our use; please -ignore it.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO RESPONDENTS
We are especially interes ted in unders tanding with whom you
talk about feelings or concerns that are important in ;marr·iage. I
am going to as,k you about a nu,rnber of things thathappen.in families
and about feelings people have. Then.1 will ask you with whom you
would be likely to discuss each of these things or feelings. ,I don't
want to know if these things have happened to you, but only with
whom you would talk about them.
In the rack in .front of you you can see four s tac ks of different
colored cards with the same ques tion typed on each card. ,Each
s tack is for a different person with whom you may talk. The first
s tac.k--the orange cards - -is marked "WIFE" ("HUSBAND"). The
white cards are for a relative with whom you would be mos t likely
to talk. Which of your relatives would you talk with most about im-
portant feelings? (Interviewer writes name of rela tiveon .label for
second stack. ) The green cards are for the person outside your
home and family with whom you would be most likely to talk. Who
is that? (Interviewer writes name or title given by respondent on
.label for the third stack. ) And the last stack--theyellow cards--
is marked "COUNSELOR."
Now, let's look at the sample ques tion which is on the card you
see here .. Suppose you feel that you should go out more, would you
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talk about this with your wife (husband)? Here are four slots where
you can put the cards. They are nlarked Yes, fully and cOnlpletely;
Yes, to some extend; No, not much; and No, not at all. Now place
the top orange card with the ques tion I have jus t as ked on it in one
of these slots to show how you would discuss this with your wife
(husband) .
Now suppose you feel that you should go out more, would you
talk with (relative) about it? Place the first white card in one of
these slots to show how you would talk with your (relative) about this.
Suppose you feel that you should go out more, would you talk
with (friend) about it? Place the top green cardin one of the slots
to show how you would talk with (friend) about this.
Suppose you feel you should go out more, would you talk with
the Counselor about it? Place the top yellow cardin one of these
slots to show how you would talk with the Counselor about this.
That was a sample ques tion. Now ques tion nUnlber one is on
the top card in each stack. We'll go through each stack again if you
would like. (Interviewer proceeds ina similar manner through the
entire list of questions if necessary. He should in all cases read
each new ques tion through once. )
Here are the same statements. Now following the sanle pro-
cedure, please indicate how you think your husband would talk to
you about each of thenl.
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ATTITUDE STATEMENT MASTER
The ·following ·"s ta teTIlents" will be asked the subjec ts in
regard to four TARGET PEOPLE: Spouse, Relative, Confidant,
Coup-selor. The subject TIlay respond in four different ways: Yes,
fully and cOTIlpletely; Yes, to SOTIle extent; No, very.little; and No,
not at all.
ATTITUDE S TA TEMENTS FOR MEN
1. Suppose your wife doesn't understand the way that you
feel would' you talk with. . .
2. Suppose .you and your wife don't have a good tiTIle to-
ge the·rwould you tal k wi tho . .
3 ..Supposeyou feel that your wife doesn't love or respect
you would you tal k wi th .. .
4 ..Supposeyou are worried Clbout your sexual thoughts
and feelings would you talk with. . .
s. Suppose you feel unsure of yourself around other
people would you talk with ...
6. Suppose you and your wife don't agree about how to
handle the children would you talk with ...
7. Suppose you feel that your children had eTIlotional
probleTIls would you talk with ...
8. Suppose you feel that you aren't a good father would
you talk with ...
9. Suppose your wife isn't interestedenou,gh;in the
children would you talk with ...
10. Suppose you thinkyour·home isn't a pleasant place
live would you talk with ...
II. Suppose you aren't satisfied with the job you now
have would you talk with ...
12. Suppose you don't get along with your own.parents
would you tal k wi th . . .
13. Suppose your wife pays too much attention to what
her family says would you talk with ...
14. Suppose you and your wife don't have a good sexual
relationship would you talk with ...
15. Suppose you are disappointed by, the way your wife
acts around other people would you talk with.
16. Suppose you are worried that your wife spends
money foolishly would you talk with ...
17. Suppose you are worried that your wife .is not
fai thful to you would you talk with. . .
18. Suppose you are worried about having a mental
breakdown would you talk with. . .
19. Suppos e you are worried about your wife beco.ming
pregnant would you talk with ...
20. Suppose you aren't satisfied with how much money
you make would you talk with. . .
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ATTITUDE STATEMENTS FOR WOMEN
1. Suppos eyourhusband doesn't understand the way
you Jeel would you ,talk with.." ...
2. Suppose you and your husband don't have a g.ood
time together would you talk with ...
3. Suppose you feel that yourhusbanddoesn'tlove
orrespec t you would you talk with.
4. _Suppose you are worried about your sexual thoughts
and feelil1;gs would you talk with. . .
5. Suppose you feel unsure of yourself around other
people would you talk with. . .
6. Suppose you and your husband don't agree about
how to handle the children would you talk with.
7. Suppose you feel that your children ,had emotional
problems would you talk with. . .
8. Suppose you fee! that you aren't a good mother
would you tal k with. . .
9. Suppose your husband isn't interested enough in
the children would you talk with ...
10. Suppos e you think your -home is n' t a pleasant
place to live would you talk with ...
11. Suppose you aren't satisfied with the kind of work
that your -husband is doing would you talk with.
12. Suppose you don't get along with your ownpar-
entswould you talk with ...
13. Suppose your husband pays too much attention to
what his family says would you talk with ...
14. Suppose you and your husband don't have a good
sexual relationship would you talk with.
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15. Suppose you are disappointed by the way your
husbandac ts around others would you talk with.
16. Suppose you are worried that your husband s:pends
m.oney foolishly would you talk with ...
17. Suppose you are worried that your ·husband is n.ot
faithful to you would you talk with. . .
18. Suppose you are worried about having anlental
breakdown would you talk with ...
19. Suppose you are worried about becorning pregnant
would you talk with. . .
20. Suppose you aren't satisfied with how m.uch nloney
your husband nlakes would you talk with. .'.'
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Research #
-----Agency
Case #
HUSBAND
COUNSELOR RA TING SHEET
The following s taternents will beas ked the subject in regard
to 'four target people . The counselor will rna~e a judgrnent as to.
how rnuch the client would be .willing to talk about eachstaternent
to the counselor: yes, fully and cornpletely; yes, to some extend;'
no, veryli ttle; no, no tat all.
Fully Sorne Not
' Not
Much At All
1. Suppose his wife doesn't under-
s tandhirn would he talk to you
,about it .
2 ._ Suppose he and his wife don't
have a good tirne together
would he talk to you about it .
3. Suppos ehefeels that his wife
does not love or respect hirn
would he talk to you about it ..
4. Suppose he is worried about his
sexual thoughts and feelings
would he talk to you about it ...
5. ,Suppose he feels unsure of hirn-
self around other people would
he talk to you about it .
6. Suppose he and his wife don't
agree about how to handle the
children would he talk to you
about it '" ..
7. S uppos ehe feels that his c hil-
drenhave ernotional problems
would he talk to you about it .' ..
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8. Suppose he feels that he isn't
a good fa ther would he talk to
you about it .
9. Suppose his wife isn't inter-
es ted enough in the children
would he talk to you about' it
10. Suppos ehe thinks his horne
isn't a pleasant place toliy.e.,
would he talk to you abou tit
11. Suppos eheisn' t satisfied with
the job he now has would he
talk to you about it .
12. Suppose he doesn't get along
wi thhis own parents would he
talk to you about it .
.I
13. S uppos e his wife pays ·too much
attention to what her family says
would he talk to you about it '.'
14.. Supposehe and his wife don't
have a good sexual relationship
would he talk to you about it .
15. .Suppos ehe is disappointed by
the way his wife ac ts around
other people would he talk to
you about it .
16. Suppose he is worried that his
wife spends money foolishly
would he talk to you about it ..... 1----+----1----+-----1
17. Suppose he is worried that his
wife is not faithful to him
would he talk to you about it
18. Suppose he is worried about
having a mental breakdown
would he talk to you about it
19. Suppos e he is worried about his
wife becoming pregnant would
he talk to you about it .
20. Suppose he isn't satisfied with
how much money he makes
would he talk to you about it ..
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Research #
----------
SCORE SHEET
Target Person
Sp'ouse ItelTI Spouse Rela- Confi- Coun- TotalsRating tive dant selor
1. unders tand -
2. good tilTIe
:. I'
3. ,doesn't love I
4. sex feylings
5. unsure self
6. disagree about
children "
7. children have
problem
:,
8. not good parent ~
9. spouse uninter- I I '".1
"
I
es ted I
10. home not pleasant
11 . dis sa tisfied job
12. own parents
13. dependent on
falTIily
14. s exrela tions hip
15. spouse ac ts
16. lTIoney foolishly
17. unfaithful
18. mental breakdown
19. fear of pregnancy
20. dis'sa tisfied income
TOTALS
Da te Interviewer # Interviews
----- -------- -----"...-
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Research #
GENERAL DA TA SHEET
1 . Sample CDR FCS Normal .. [ ]
2. Race. [ ]
3. SESe [ ]
4. Age .. [ ]
5. Years of school .. [ ]
6. Occupation. [ ]
7. Income .... [ ]
8. How long with present employer. [ ]
9. Religion .•... . . . . . . [ ]
10. Age of younges t child [ ]
11. Number of children at home .. [ ]
12. Number of previous marriages. [ ]
13. Duration of separation - weeks .. [ ]
14. Duration of marriage - years. . . . . . [ ]
15. Is divorce ac Hon pending.... . . . . . . [ ]
16. Number of interviews with counselor. [ ]
